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Beauty and the Beast 
The Two Sides of Gananoque 

 

Dirt, rock and an empty pit dominate the landscape near the town’s Waterfront Village  

 

To travel through the Thousand Islands can be a visual splendor.  The water and magnificent skies are 
separated only by the natural beauty of the islands, blending with cottage life and even castles. 
Gananoque is the natural heart of the Thousand Islands, centered on the Canadian shores between 
Kingston and Brockville.  Long promoted as the gateway to the islands, Gananoque turned its back on 
progress. 

The shores of this once bustling community missed their opportunity to offer a warm welcome to 
visitors seeking to explore this treasured area.  The quaint and historical have not simply faded away, 
but die a slow death, rotting into the barren landscapes of the town’s shoreline.  For decades, crumbling 
and deserted factory buildings still dominate the waterfront today. 

This article is about the visual experience of the Gananoque waterfront.  It is not about the people or 
their politics.  It is simply a passionate look at an area that seems to have missed a great opportunity to 
show itself to the world and instead has stumbled, seemingly without vision. 
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I love the Thousand Islands, visiting them almost weekly in the summers for nearly three decades.  
When the opportunity arose my wife and I seized the moment and built a home here.  I was able to 
photograph the islands and convey my love as may be seen through the imagery posted on my website.  
The water with ever changing weather and skies provides unique and grand visual experiences.  I was 
however, always frustrated by Gananoque, which offered an intense visual experience of another sort.   
It is perhaps best described as, ‘Beauty and the Beast.’  You must pass through the ‘Beast’ in order 
capture the ‘Beauty’ offshore. 

Not one to shy away from debate or be muffled by howls of political correctness from those that cannot 
engage in discussion, I decided as a photographer, to visually present the evidence. 

Armed with my camera gear I headed for the waterfront.  I shot a series of images that may be visually 
striking, but really portray Gananoque as a decaying community.  It presented more like an abandoned 
area of Detroit, rather than the gem of the Thousand Islands. Perhaps people have grown so 
accustomed to what was, they no longer see what is.  They did not preserve time here, but let it slip 
away with neglect.  It is tragic what has not happened here. 

 

       

Once a parking lot, an open construction pit has sat fenced off for nearly three years 
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Visible from the waterfront and along the river mouth are decaying buildings and signage 

 

Chain link fence abounds around so many sites 
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The waterfront: decay, emptiness, abandonment 
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Do you see what I mean?  There is a vast wasteland that dominates, separating the waterfront from the 
town.  Oh I know there are plans, but the reality is that this wasteland has been here as long as I have 
visited and lived here.  It is neither friendly to its residents or the many visitors that are drawn to the 
boat tours. 

I profess to neither knowing the history or the circumstances.  I do know as a visitor and resident it is a 
visual tragedy.  The Gananoque Boatline dominates the waterfront.  Their waterfront was recently 
renovated, clearly without inspiration.  The result, nothing more than a concrete dock with temporary 
shelters you would normally only find garden tractors stored in.  When the boats are present, they 
merely serve to block the waterfront.  Vast parking lots control much of the space around the docks.  
Perhaps they serve to distance the backdrop of decaying buildings that barricade the walk into town. 

Visitors are limited to a barren cafeteria and gift shop housed in a stark 50’s style structure that is 
neither warm nor welcoming.  The 50’s was not an era of charm but rather of minimalist utilitarian 
design. 

From my casual observance over the past few years, people arrive to a parking lot; take the boat tour 
and leave.  With the exception of the small village housing the museums and the adjacent park, there is 
nothing to draw them away from their vehicles or encourage a stay.  Walking into town is perhaps like 
crossing the Western Front and navigating across a vast and hostile terrain. 

 

            

Temporary storage structures are left year round on concrete blocks with vast parking lots behind 
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I had a closer look at the waterfront, moving west to the bridge over the Gananoque River and towards 
the Gananoque Inn.  Before moving here, I stayed many times at the Inn.  I enjoyed dessert and coffee in 
the wonderful dining room to the sounds of a grand piano following a show at the Playhouse.  Sadly, its 
day has passed and wonderful times here are but memories. 

The grandness faded to charm and eventually the charm has faded to visually fatigued if not exhausted. 

The beautifully landscaped garden of the Inn does not mask the disjointed structure behind it.  The site 
is scarcely symbolic of its heyday nearly a century ago.  It pleads for new vision.  Unless you are staying 
at the inn, it merely serves to push visitors away from the water, another barrier. 

 

 

A once proud landmark, the Gananoque Inn has yielded to time, the elements and a lack of architectural refinement 

 

Walking further to the west and beyond the Inn, are further disappointments.  A once thriving marina 
has been abandoned and we appear in the midst of another great wait.  Development is to come, but 
that in the form of condominiums that will likely shield the water from visitors and other residents.  
Currently, it passes its time as another waterfront wasteland. 

The Thousand Islands Playhouse and Firehall Theatre are immediately to the west of this fiasco.  Again, I 
supported this establishment for decades and enjoyed many wonderful shows here.  But reality is close 
at hand and the theatre is visually faded.  Once quaint and historical, the Playhouse is slowly yielding to 
time, perhaps more quickly than people are prepared for. 
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The Playhouse, once the jewel of the town, is looking very somber and worn 
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I hear the howls of indignation.  Hear me out.  Continue to walk with me.  All of these images were 
photographed within 200 meters of the waterfront and river mouth.  As a photographer I may 
emphasize what I see, but it is there. 

Let us try to walk into town from the waterfront and turn up along the Gananoque River.  We are met by 
massive abandoned factory buildings and other worn structures: 
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There is a complete disconnect not only between the waterfront and the town, but from one waterfront 
site to the next.  No natural flow for pedestrians and none that I foresee.  Nothing to draw you from one 
area to the next.  Simply a series of bold obstacles.  Magnificent views outwards to the river.  Only 
barriers and desolation turning back to the town. 

I stopped to think about the evolving waterfronts of neighbouring Kingston and Brockville while looking 
around the ruins of the various buildings that stand here. 

Kingston offers fabulous waterfront opportunities and while much development has taken place, the 
public has relatively unobstructed access to walking along the water with numerous restaurants only a 
block away in the downtown area. 

I find Brockville the most interesting, tastefully blending the new waterfront developments with an 
extended and inviting access to the public.  Go further east or west to Cornwall and Bellville and you will 
see similar public access and tasteful development. 

Where other communities had vision, Gananoque had none. 

       

Both Kingston and Brockville enjoy waterfront growth, successfully blending the new with the well preserved 
historical  
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As I get older, I do not believe in change for the sake of change.  I resisted digital photography until it 
had proven itself and the resolution finally matched that of film.  After all, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” 
 
Did you view the images?  Perhaps they are a symbol of those that did not want change?  I see it as a 
great emptiness of structure and life itself.  There is no heart to the waterfront. 
 
When change is rejected, it comes in another form:  transformation through time and the elements.  
Gananoque turned a blind eye while two generations passed.  Unprotected and neglected, time and the 
elements claimed vast areas of the waterfront.  Gananoque, if you did not want change, you needed to 
preserve.  You did not preserve, you ignored. 
 
Gananoque is visually broken.  Fixing it begins with recognizing it. 
 
It is time to slay the ‘Beast’ and capture the ‘Beauty.’ 
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